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OOIDA encourages its members to provide feedback including information about reliability, 

serviceability, and warranties. Make sure EPA knows the problems you have encountered with 

emissions systems and the impact they have had on your business. 

Submit your comments to EPA here. 
 

The Environmental Protection Agency has proposed new nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission standards for 

trucks beginning in Model Year 2027. The proposal seeks feedback on two emissions options, both of 

which are problematic based on projected timelines and costs for drivers.  

 

All truckers are supporters of clean air. Our industry wants to leave the environment better and healthier 

for those to come, but EPA should not use the end consumer as a guinea pig. EPA’s proposal is quite 

concerning to OOIDA and many others in our industry. The technology used in heavy-duty trucks to 

reduce emissions has to be affordable and reliable. Unfortunately, the latest proposal to achieve NOx 

reductions leaves us wondering if the same mistakes from previous emissions rulemakings will be 

repeated. EPA is seeking input on this effort from the public, including CMV drivers, to inform the 

development of this rulemaking.  

 

 Click Here for More Information on the Rulemaking.  

 Submit your comments to EPA here. 

 You can also send any experiences you’ve had with emissions technology, other feedback, or 

additional information to EPA@ooida.com.  

 Emissions Standards – The proposal outlines two options - 

 

Option 1: A two-phased approach to achieve roughly 90% reduction in NOx emissions by 2031 

starting with reductions in Model Year 2027.  

 

Option 2: A single-step, 75% reduction in NOx emissions in Model Year 2027. 

 

Based on previous emissions rulemakings, OOIDA believes neither of these proposals will establish 

a practical timeline to ensure vehicle performance and reliability.  

 

https://www.regulations.gov/docket/EPA-HQ-OAR-2019-0055/document
https://www.votervoice.net/OOIDA/Campaigns/94433/Respond
https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/proposed-rule-and-related-materials-control-air-1
https://www.votervoice.net/OOIDA/Campaigns/94433/Respond
https://www.votervoice.net/OOIDA/Campaigns/94433/Respond
mailto:EPA@ooida.com


 Costs: Undoubtedly, rushing to implement emissions standards will result in higher purchase, 

maintenance, repair, and time costs for motor carriers and drivers. Currently, OOIDA members 

spend about $5,000 annually on emissions-related equipment. Tell the agency how much you spend 

on emissions equipment costs right now.  

 

 Reliability: Have you experienced failures with previous emissions technology? Make sure EPA 

knows the problems you encountered and the impact they had on your business – expensive visits to 

dealers, lost productivity, poor efficiency, the cost to tow downed trucks, etc. 

 

 Warranties: Are proposed warranties for emissions technologies sufficient? Are extended 

warranties worth their higher costs? Balancing coverage and price will be a key factor in this 

proposal. Be sure to tell EPA what type of warranty would work best for you – and at what cost.  

 

Here is what EPA has proposed -  

 

 

 Serviceability: OOIDA wants to ensure our members have every opportunity to independently 

identify and repair problems with their engines. We know difficulties with previous emissions 

technologies often resulted in expensive and time-consuming visits to truck dealers. EPA has 

proposed changes to the owner’s manual and emissions label requirements to ensure access to 

certain maintenance information and improve serviceability. Would this be helpful? 

 

An equally important element of an effective on-board diagnosis program is ensuring owners have 

the ability to run certain engine or vehicle tests and view the results, especially where they can be 

used by owners in diagnosing and repairing problems that may result in inducement. EPA is 

proposing that the DEF dosing test be made available for use with either a generic scan tool or an 

alternative method such as an option commanded through a vehicle system menu. 

  

EPA is also asking for feedback on if they should make SCR performance tests or any other self-test 

available via generic scan tool or other on-vehicle methods to improve in-use emission systems 

maintenance and performance. Do you support more self-diagnostic tools? 

 

 



 Inducements/Engine Derates 

 

Have emission technology failures caused your engine to quickly derate and placed you and those 

around you in an unsafe situation? OOIDA believes the loss of power during a failure is a serious 

safety concern that must be avoided in the future. If you agree, make sure to tell EPA. 

 

In this proposal, EPA has outlined various principles regarding inducements and derates. Most 

notably, EPA is proposing to require specific inducement schedules for low-speed and high-speed 

vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EPA is considering a wide range of adjustments to the proposed inducement provisions and requests 

comment on all aspects of the proposal. 

 


